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Abstract 
Recently the relationship between batch struct:u-e, bottleneck machine and maximum th, oaghpi~t has been explore0 for 
serial, convergent and divergent process configuration~ consisting of two machines and d,.rre processes. In three of the 
seven possible configurations a multiple batch structure maximizes time-constrained tt-_:oughput. The O,-;qciple of sched- 
uling a bottleneck first appears to be msufKcient to phi.fin optimal schedules, since it typically leads to a singlo batch 
schedule on the bottleneck. Critical utilization paths provide aconvenient vehicle to evaluate multiple batch structures b~ 
means of integer programming. Also the quality of existing heuristic procedures can be evaivated in this way. 
i .  Introduction 
The general subject addressed by this paper is 
throughput maximization within a finite time al- 
• ,,,~,,,,.,.' ......... in given process configurations, in fact. 
".'.:is zubjeet has relevance with respect o Opt_i~ 
mized Production Technology (OPT), wi~_~ 
addresses the same type of problems cf. ",2 ]. 
The OPT-procedure ident; ies bottlene~..  re- 
sources by means of an MRP-like ut:~zation 
analysis. In this regard the most utibz0.d resource 
is called as bottleneck and it is s:'heduled before 
t,,~ other resources. Due m the l~.roteeted nature 
of its main operational module, the details of the 
scheduling algorithm are still unknown. 
This study is concerned with a fundamental 
analysis of througkput scheoul,_'-ng in general !~ 
builds forth on three preceding papers [3-3 ], 
each of ti~em discussing different aspects of the 
relationship between batch mode (i.e. batch 
structure), bottleneck machine and throughput. 
Pr.~ess configurauon ~ _ couz~sting of three pro- 
cesses on two machines have been investigated 
in thi~ respect. A~ will be displayed in Section 2, 
three sefiz!, t-.vo convergent and two divergent 
process configurations can be distinguished. 
In [ 3 ] one of the three possible serial process 
configurations has been discussed in relation to 
the nine so-called OPT-rules (cL [6] ) and con- 
ditions complicating the scheduling formulated 
in [2]. It has been voted in [4] that in certain 
cases throughput is not maximized if bottleneck 
scheduling ~s pergormed separately and in ad- 
vance, without taking the other machine into 
consideration. If L "th machines are involved in 
the scbeduling, m~ltiple process batches, rathci 
than ~ single proces~ batch~ maximize through- 
put i.~ ~[~.ese cases. Note the contradiction with 
the OP f-phiiosophy. If a bottleneck machine is 
scheduled separate", and in advance of the other 
machines, the p,'esence of positive set-up times 
leaps *,o m;mmization of the number 3f batches 
on the b~.tdeneck machine. Conseqe.~otly a sin- 
gle batch for each process is executed in order to 
sav~ ~et-up ~ime. in ~'*" cases mentioned above, 
the i~volveme,,: of t~e second machine in the 
scheduling of the kJomeneck implies a consider- 
able increase in thro sly.put, which is obtained if
multiple r~.her than ~ingle process batches are 
used. 
In [4] all three possible serial process config- 
urations have been ~nalysed. This analysis has 
been heuristic in the sense that in .~ite. of the 
pr~mise ofa multipie batch structure, the meth- 
ods developed have not been compared with op- 
timal methods. 
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In [5 ], an informal treatment has been pre- 
sented for all seven process configurations, con- 
sisting of two machines and three processes. An 
overview of the main results is given in Section 
2. In a~" three papers, the rationale . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ ~,~.~duling 
has been interrapted utilization of at least one of 
the two machines disregarding inevitable initial 
and final idle times due to the sequence of pro- 
cesses and the time allowance. 
In this paper, the notion of critical utilization 
path is used as a vehicle to evaluate multiple 
batch structures. A critical utilization path rep- 
resents a path of full utilization during the iUll 
time aik, wance, which is not restricted to the bot- 
tleneck machine only. For certain, p~t,cess config- 
uranons, multiple batch s~ructure; aFp~ar te cut- 
perform a °ingle batch structure, which would 
result from scheduling the bettleneck machine in 
advance. 
By enumeration on the number of batches as 
well as the number of possible critical utilization 
paths, a set of integer programs is obtained by 
means of which the accessory+, optimal batch sizes 
and maximum throughput can be computed. 
Numerical examples will be given. Finally the 
quality of existing heuristic procedures devel- 
oped in [3 ] and [4 ] will be verified numerically 
in Section 4. 
2. Summary of l~:~evious results 
In this section, the results obtained in [ 3-5 ] 
on process configurations consisting of three 
processes and two machines are shortly reviewed. 
A process configuration is defined by a num- 
ber of processes which are run through by prod- 
ucts according to a specific routing. To each oro- 
cess a unique machine is assigned. Machines may 
be assigned te sc,~eral processes. Each pair of 
process and machine implies a set-up time and a 
unit processing time. Transfer between maeh;~nes 
is instantaneously and tranefer batches have size 
one. There is a given time allowance during which 
throughput should be maximized. The process 
configurations involve three manufacturing pro- 
cesses on two machines. The machines are de- 
noted by A and B. On machine A two of the three 
processes have to be executed. On machine B only 
one process "s executed. The two processes o~ 
machine A are denoted by A 1 and A2 respec 
tively. lh,~ single process on machine/1 issimply 
denoted by B. The three processes and two ma- 
chines can be composed exhaustively into three 
serial, two convergent and two divergent pro- 
cesses. The seven process configurations are de- 
picted in Fig. 1. 
The three serial process configurations are de- 
noted by (A1CI2,B), (AI,B,A2) and (B,A!,A2) 
reflecting the order in which the three processes 
A 1, A2 and B are executed. One kind of raw ma- 
terial is subject o the three processes in the in- 
dicated sequence. The two convergent process 
configurations tobe distinguished are denoted by 
(A 1/A2,B) and (A 1/B,A2). For example, con- 
figuration (AI/A2,~) symbolizes assembly of 
two supplying procc.~c~ A I arid A2 by ";-rocess B. 
The two supplying processes are fed by different 
raw materials. The two diveri.:nt process config- 
urations co be distinguishc +~ ~re denoted by 
(A 1 ul2/B) and (B,A i/+42) respectively. For ex- 
ample, configuration (A 1,A2/B ~ symbolizes +he 
supply of the two final processes A? and B by 
means of process AI. The ~,c:, defined seven 
process configurations are exhaustive, since the 
two processes on machine A are ~ntersubsti- 
tuiable. 
Set-up times are denoted by S(A 1 ), S(A2) and 
3(2--). i.mit processing times are denoted by 
P(AI ), P(A2) and P(B). Also the aggregate no- 
tations S(A)=S(Ai)+S(A2) and P(A)= 
P(A1 )+P(A2) are used. The time allowance is 
denoted by T. 
Table I indicates the batch structure which 
maximizes throughput in the distinguished cases. 
According to Table 1, a multiple batch structure 
is optimal with respect to throughput for three of 
the seven process configurations. Two of the three 
configurations are serial, one is convergent. For 
the remaining four process configurations, 
throughput is maximized by a single batch struc- 
ture. These will not be considered further in this 
paper. 
For the three process configurations consid- 
ered, a multiple batch structure isonly optimal if 
a condition on the processing times is satisfied. 
If for example in the case of the serial process 
configuration (AI,A2,B), the unit processing 
time on machine B is smaller than or equal to the 
unit processing time of process A2, then machine 
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! 
(AI, A2/B) 
Fig. 1. Three serial, two conve;gent and two db'ergent process configurations. 
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TABLE 1 
The ba~ ~meture maximizing throughput for seven pro- 
cess cor ~tions 
Configur~ l Cases Batch structure 
(AI,A2,B) "B)~P(A2) s;~,.gle 
_ ~.) >P(A2) multiple 
(A I ,B,A2 ) all ~ingle 
(B,AI¢i2 j P(B)<~P(AI) single 
P(.3 ) > P(A ] ) multiple 
F(B)>P(A2) multiple 
(A I/B,A2 ) all single 
(A1,A2/B) all single 
(B,AI/A2) a!l single 
A dominates the util ization of machia~ B. Con- 
sequently, throughput ismaximized by minimiz- 
ing total set-up time on machine A. Hence a sin- 
gle batch structure is optimal in this case. A 
similar condition is met for process configura- 
tion (BI,AI,A2) with respect to P(B)  and P(A1 ) 
by symmetry. For the convergent process config- 
uration (A1/A2,B) the starting process is at 
choice. Hence, depending on this choice, a single 
batch mode is optimal if the unit processing time 
on machine B is smaller than the unit processing 
time of the as last chosen process on machine A. 
in Table l, process A2 is assumed to be the as last 
chosen process on machine A. 
Note that for P(A)>P(B)>P(A2)  also ma- 
chine A wo~.dd be proclaimed as bottleneck, since 
P(A)>P(B)  and S(A1),  S (A2)>0.  Also /or 
F (B)=F(A)  the positive set-up times on ma- 
chine A would be decisive for machlae A to be 
considered a~ bottleneck a~ .~, .  For 
P(B)>F(A)  one would perhaps choose ma- 
chine B as bottleneck. However the positive set- 
up times on A should also be taken into accotmt. 
in ~ three cases a multiple batch structure out- 
performs a single one as Table i reveais. 
A common characteristic n case a multiple 
batch structure maximizes throughput is the fact 
that either the initial (in process configurations 
(A 1 ,/12,B) and (A 1/A2,B) ) or the final (in pro- 
cess configuration (B,A 1,42 ) ) idle time on ma- 
chine B depends on the batch size of  the pro- 
cesses on machine A. Let Q denote this b~ch dze. 
For example, if pr,Jcess configuration (A 1,A2,B) 
is cow, sidereal, machine g is initially idle during a 
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time equal to S(A)+Q.P(A1 )+P(A2)  before 
processing on machine B can start. It is clear that 
utilization of machine B can be improved by de- 
creasing Q. Similar cov, siderztions hold for the 
other two process configurations. This partly ex- 
plains why a multiple batch structure comes ime 
the picture. 
3. Integer programming solutions 
in this section, integer programs maximizing 
throughput are formulated for a fixed number of 
batches n. For n = 1 maximum throughput is ob- 
tained for a sin#e batch structure. T~,~ d~rough- 
put obtained for a single batch structure will be 
compared with multiple batch structures, i.e. 
n=2,3 .... For each fixed number of batches n, 
there appear to be 2 ~- ~ different integer pro- 
grams according to the possible utilization pat- 
terns, leading to different solutions. The maxi- 
mum throughput for a fixed ~mmber ofn batches 
is then given by the maximum over the corre- 
sponding 2+- t outcomes. Successively the glt~bal 
maximum throughput has +.o be obtained by 
maximiz+~ng over the outcomes for fixed n. 
In the sequel the integer programs wili be de- 
veloped for process configuration (AI,A2,B). 
These are also valid for process configuration 
(A1/A2,B). For simplicity, the set-up time on 
machine B is assumed t*,+, be zero. Since set-up on 
machine B occurs only once, this assumption is
barely a loss of generality. 
Let Q~, i= 1,2 ..... , n denote the batch sizes and 
let MT (n) denote the maximum tilreughput for 
n batches. The Gantt chart for n= 1 is depicted 
in Fig. 2. As soon as the first unit is finished for 
both processes on machine A, the reraaining part 
of the time allowance is determined by the pro- 
cessing of the batch Qt on machine B, since 
P(B) > P(A 1 ), The integer program correspond- 
S(A1 ) Q SCA2~ Q 
t t 
I . . .  I I I ' "  J 1 
! 
I Q l 
I i . . . l  I 
4 T 
Fig. 2. The Gantt  chart for integer program I. 
ing to a single batch structure is given by 
Ma:~ MT( 1 ) =Qi 
Subject o 
S(A ) + Q~ .P(A 1 ) de(A2)  + Q~ .P( B) <~ T 
Q~ >/0 and integer 
The maximum t!,_roil~hpm is given by the integer 
part of the expressio.n 
T-S(A) -P (A2)  
P(A1 ) +P(B) 
In case n = 2 two integer programs become rel- 
evant. They differ in the connection conditions 
between the two machines with respect o the 
same batch. The two integer programs for n = 2 
are referred to by 2a and 2b. Their Gantt charts 
are depicted in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. 
A critical utilization path describes the way the 
set of constraints of the integer programs are 
composed. One of these constraints i a time re- 
striction, which should represent a path of fulI 
utilization covering the full time allowance T. A 
critical utilization path always tarts at the begin- 
ning of the first batch on the first machine and 
ends at the lastly utilized machine at the end of 
the time allowance T. In process configurations 
(A 1.42 ,B ) and (A 1/A2,B) this implies a critical 
utilization path starting at machine A and finish- 
ing at machine B. 
The time restriction is accompanied by con- 
nection conditions on the second machine. Since 
the first machine A is uninterruptedly utilized 
during T except far an idle time at the finish, the 
connection conditions are primarily related to the 
batches on machine B. If there are n batches, there 
are n -1  connection conditions on ma, 'hine B. 
Suppose there is an idle time on machi;, e B be- 
tween two successive batches, i.e. B has to wait 
for the first unit o~ process A2 in order to start. 
the next batch° Then the two batches are discon- 
nected. At such a disconnection a critical utili- 
zation path always switches back to machine A, 
if it has been on machine B. On the other hand, 
it is only on machine B during at least two suc- 
cessive connected batches. Since there are n -  1 
connections or disconnections for n batches the 
number of critical utilization paths equals 2" -  ~. 
Integer programs 2a and 2b are respectively given 
by 
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Max MT(2a)=Q~ +02 
Subject o 
2S(A) +Q, .P(A) +Q2"P(AI ) 
+P(A2) + Q2"P(B) ~ T 
S(A) + Q~ .P(A2) + Q2 .P(A 1 ) >1 Q, .P(B) 
,q "-, n ~nd integer 
Max MT(2b) =Q, +Q2 
Su~ect to 
S(A) +Q, .P(A1 ) +P(A2) 
+ (Q, +Q2).P(B) <~ T 
S( A ) + a~ .P(A2 ) + 02 .P(A 1 ) <<. Q: .P( B) 
Q~,Q2 >/0 and integer 
The notion of critical utilization path becomes 
more clear, if Figs. 3 and 4 are considered. Far 
integer program 2a, the associated critical utili- 
zations_ path is largely on machine A. Only ,,t the 
last batch it switches to machine B~ For integer 
program 2b the associated critical utilization path 
is largely on machine B. Only during the first 
batch, it is on machine A. Numerical results for 
single and double batch structures are presented 
in Table 2 for T= 2400. The maximum through- 
put MT (2) is equal to the maximum of MT ( 2a ) 
and MT(2b). Note that throughput is maxi- 
mized by a multiple batch mode. However the 
optimality of MT(2) is not yet established. 
Therefore n=3,4.., have to be investigated. 
MT(n) appears to be a concave function of n, 
implying finiteness of the computations. Note 
further that the two integer programs 2a and 2b 
yield different solutions, but equal throughputs. 
in case n = 3 ~he v amber of integer programs 
equals 22 .There are one time restriction and two 
connection conditions per program. The intcger 
programs are denoted by 3a,b,c,d respectively. 
The Gantt chart and the critical utilization path 
for program 3a are depicted in Fig. 5. Note that 
the critical utilization path switches from ma- 
chine A to machine B at the third batch. Integer 
program 3a is given by 
Max M'i (3a) =Q, kQ2 +Q3 
Subject o .... 
+P(A2) ~"Q3-P(B) ~< T 
S(A)+Q, .P(A2)+Q2.P(AI )>~Q, .P(B) 
e, A, +Q2.P(A2)+ Q3~P(A1 ).~Q2"P(B) 
QI,Q2,Q3 >10 and integer 
The Gantt chart and the critical utilization path 
correspo;=di~g to integer program 3b are de- 
picted in Fig. 6. Integer prograrr 3b is given by 
Max MT(3b) =Q~ +Q2 +Q3 
Subject o 
2S(A) + Q~ .P(A) + Q2 .P(A I ) 
+P(A2) + (Q2 +Q3)'P(B) <.N T 
S(A ) + Q~ .P(A2 ) + Q2 .P(A 1 ) >1 Q~ .P(B) 
S(A) + Q2 .P(A2) + Qs .P(A 1 ) ~ Q2 .P(B) 
QI ,Q2,Q3 >10 and integer 
The Gantt chart and critical utilization path cor- 
responding to integer program 3c are depicted in 
Fig. 7. The critical utilization path switches f;om 
A to B during the ~rst batch on A: from B back to 
A after the second batch on B =nd azain to B dur- 
$(AI ) ql S(e~) Qt 5(Ai) Qz S(AZ) Q_ 
! I 
I ! 
I I 
I I 
' Q" i Q" B J I" I J  I . . . . . . .  I 
A 
÷ 
Fig. 3. Gann chart and critical utilization path for integer program 27. 
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S(AI) Q 5(A2) Q S(AI) Q S (~L2) Q 
i It 2 Z 
! 
t 
' Q 
! ! 
0 
A 
Fig. 4. Gamt  chart and critical util ization path for ir~teger program 
TABLE 2 
Numerical results for batck gtructureo, n= ~ and n=2 
P(AI) P(A2) P(B) S(A) MT Q~+Q2 Q,+Q2 MT 
(1) (2) 
I00 100 300 400 4 3+ 2= 5 4+ 1= 5 5 
30 30 90 140 18 8+13=21 11+10=21 21 
30 60 90 140 18 12+ 8=20 13+ 7=20 20 
60 30 90 140 14 8+ 9=17 10+ 7=17 17 
50 50 200 400 7 3+ 5= 8 7+ I= 8 8 
50 100 200 400 7 5-1- 3= 8 6+ 2= 8 8 
100 50 200 400 6 4+ 3= 7 5+ 2= 7 7 
ing the third batch on A. The integer program 3c 
is given by 
Max MT(3c) =QI +Q~ 4-Q3 
Subject o 
3S(A ) 4- Q, .P(.4 ) 4- 02 .P(A ) 4- Q3 .P(A 1 ) 
+P(A2) +Q3"P(B) <~ T 
S(A) + Q, .P(A2 ) 4- Q2 .~"(A 1 ) ~ ~ .P(B) 
2S(A ) 4- Q~ .P(A2 ) 4- Qz'P(A 
4- Q3"P(A1 ) >t (Q, 4- Q2).P(B) 
Q~,Q2,Q3 >10 and integer 
B 
2b. 
Finally Gantt chart and critical utilization path 
corresponding to integer program 3d are de- 
picted in fig. 8. The critical utilization path 
switches from A to B during the first batch and 
remains on B thereafter. Integer program 3d is 
given by 
Max MT(3d) =Q~ +Q2 +Q3 
Subject o 
S(A ) +Q, .P(A1 ) +P(A2) 
4- (Q I  4 -Q2 +Q3) -P (B)  .<.. T 
S(A) +Q,.P(A2) +Q2"P(A1 ) ~Q, .P(B) 
2S(A) +Q,-P(A2) +Q2"P(A) 
+Q3 .P(AI )~ (Q, +Q2)'P(B) 
QI,Q2,Q3 >10 and integer 
The maximum throughput for a triple batch 
structure isobtained by 
MT(3) =Max [ MT(3a),MT(3b), 
MT(3c),MT(3d) ]
Likewise, MT (4) is equal to the maximum of the 
outcomes of 8 integer programs. The global max- 
im,rn throughout for n~4 is given by 
S( /M)  QI S(A2)  QI S(&I )  Qz $( '~'2)  Q S(A i )  Q ~t~,m., ~ Q 
~-~,~-, I i I~-/~:I I I~.~,, I I I~ I I  I ~'~<' i i~7.~@~ I" . . . . . . . . . . . .  i i . . . . . .  i l 
! I ! I ! ! 
t I 
, Q I 0 Qo i 
I~,.~-~ - i - -  t l  . . . . . . . .  .k3 I-7, . . . . . . . .  E ,  . . . .  , i  
A 8 
Fig. 5. Gantt  chart and critical util ization path for integer program 3a. 
S,,AI ) Q S (A2)  Q S(A I )  Q S (A2)  Q S(A i ;  Q S (~)  Q 
t t Z Z 3 
~:~-~, I l I I ~:~.~.--I I • ' ~"~" 
! 
! 
! ! 
' ~ 1 Q ¢/. I i 2 . 
a ! I . r - ]  I 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I . . . I  I 
A 
Fig. 6. Oantt chart and crifica! util ization pmh for integer program 3b. 
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S(A I )  Q S (~)  Q S(A I )  O S (~)  O S(A I )  Q S ( .~)  O 
1 t Z Z 3 3 
• , • ,~ l l  l ' "~'~'~' ' ' 
! i 
i i 
f Q Q t Q 
t 1 Z i 3 
I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I  . . . . . .  I [ I  I_] 
A B A B 
,it ..... I ~ --- ~.'..(---9. ( 
Fig. 7. Gantt chart and critical util ization path for integer program 3c. 
$t0tl  ; Q 5(#.2) Q S (A I )  Q S(A2) Q $(.AI ; O S(.A2) Q 
l ~. Z Z 3 
, . . . .  I I I I  ~ I I ,, . . . . . .  ; '~ . , ,~  I - - -  I ~=~J1:  
I 
! 
Q Q 
! 1 z 
8 
Q3 
I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I_1 I . . . I I  
Fig. 8. Gann cban and critical util ization path for integer progr ,~ 3d. 
TABLE 3 
Maximum throughput as a function of the number of batches and 
the global maximum throughput for n~<4 
P(AI)  P(A2) P(B) S(A) MT MT MT MT MT 
(1) ,~)t'" (3) (4) 
100 100 300 400 4 5 5 3 5 
30 30 90 !40 18 2i 22 22 22 
30 60 90 140 18 20 19 19 20 
60 30 90 140 !4 17 18 IE 18 
50 50 200 400 7 8 8 7 8 
50 100 200 400 7 8 7 4 8 
100 50 200 400 6 7 7 5 7 
MT=Max MT(n) 
In Table 3 numerical results are presented for 
n-- 1,2,3,4. 
4.  Ver~f3dng heur i s t i c  p rocedures  
The methoas developed in the preceding sec- 
tion should be improved from explicit o implicit 
enumeration. Morec~ver a stopping criterion 
should be developed. However, in their present 
state, they can be used as a standard of compari- 
son for small problems in or~ ~-to verify the per- 
formance of heuristic ~'oc dures. 
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TABLE 4 
A numerical comparison between a repetitive batch size and 
integer programming results 
Q' MT( i ) MT(2) MT(3) MT(4) MT MT~p 
oo 23 26 26 22 26 - 
12 19 22 22 22 22 22 
6 16 18 19 19 19 18 
4 14 16 16 16 16 16 
oo 24 27 26 22 27 - 
12 20 22 23 22 23 22 
6 16 19 19 19 19 19 
4 !4 16 16 16 16 16 
~o 22 25 26 22 26 - 
12 18 21 22 22 22 21 
6 15 18 !8 18 18 18 
4 13 15 16 16 i6 16 
TABLE 5 
Numerical data of the problem set used in Table 4 
S(A) P(AI ) P(A2) P(B) 
250 30 30 60 
250 30 30 80 
250 30 30 100 
250 30 30 120 
250 25 35 60 
250 25 35 O0 
250 25 35 100 
250 25 35 120 
250 35 25 60 
250 35 25 80 
250 35 25 100 
250 35 25 120 
A heuristic procedure which applies to the pro- 
cess configurations (A 1,A2,B), (A 1/A2,B) and 
(B,AI,A2) under the condition P(B)>P(A) is 
described in [ 1,2 ]. According to this procedure, 
for (AI,A2,B), there exists a batch size Q' for 
which the total production time per batch is equal 
for both machines. Therefore, ~' satisfies the 
following equation: 
S(A)+Q'.P(A)=Q'.P(B) 
or equivalently 
S(A) 
Q'-P(B)-P(A) 
Since both machines are equally utilized, a near 
optimal throughput is obtained if Q' ~s applied 
repetitively. In fact, the existence of boundary ef- 
fects and rounding off the value of Q' may pre- 
vent it from being optimal. Moreover, because of 
its simplicity this tbrmula is important with re- 
spect to throughput scheduling in more complex 
processing configurations. Its effectiveness is 
shown in Table 4, where MTrep denotes the max- 
imum throughput for a repetitive batch size equal 
to Q'. In seven of the nine examples it hits the 
global maximum throughput for n ~< 4. Unfortu- 
nately, the formula is not valid for P(B) <~P(A). 
The numerical data are specified in Table 5. 
5° Conclusions and future re~arch 
It has been demonstrated that critical utiliza- 
tion paths provide a convenient vehicle for in- 
vestigating mult~pie versus single batch struc- 
tures in throughput scheduling by means of 
integer programming. As the numerical results tbr 
an examp!e process configuration indicme, mul- 
tiple batch stractures may omperform single 
batch structures in throughput. The well-known 
principle of scheduling a bottleneck in advance 
would typically lead to a single batch schedule on 
a bottleneck here. Hence the insufficiency of this 
principle is also demonstrated. 
Future research will be dedicated to the analy- 
sis of more complex process configurations, mul- 
tiple batch structures with not necessarily eclual 
batch sizes per cycle and the impact of the size of 
the transfer batch. 
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